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England and Wales a Notice of Reference applying
to the following classes of goods each class consist-
ing of the respective goods described in Column I
hereunder and being within the respective heading
or headings of the Convention for the Classification
of Goods in Customs Tariffs (Cmnd. 1070) (com-
monly known as and hereinafter called "the Brus-
sels Nomenclature") specified in relation to each
class in Column I or Column II hereunder :

Column I Column II

29.13
29.14

32.08
32.09
32.10

?2.13

34.02

(1) Lubricants and lubricating preparations 27.10
specially prepared for use on or with 34.03
photographic apparatus; hydrocarbon
oils and mixtures based thereon,
specially prepared for use in photog-
raphy other than as lubricants

(2) Chemicals for use in photography or
photographic processing falling within
any heading of Chapters 28 or 29
of the Brussels Nomenclature

(3) Ethyl methyl ketone, acetic acid and
ethyl acetate, put up as thinners for
use with polyester drafting, scribing
or stripping materials

(4) Photographic paints, varnishes, lacquers,
dyes, pigments and opacifiers (in-
cluding retouching and spotting media
and dyes and polyvinyl alcohol solu-

tions); photographic colouring outfits;
photographic tinting sheets; re-touch-
ing fluids for polyester drafting,
scribing or stripping materials

(5) Ink prepared for use in photographic
processing

(6) Organic surface-acting wetting agents
and antistatic solutions for use in
photography and photographic proces-
sing; decoating solutions, image
eradicators and corrector fluids for use
in lithographic processing; photo-
graphic-lens cleaning solutions

(6a) Kits comprising such photographic-lens
cleaning solutions as are comprised
within class (6) above together with
applicators and other accessories
thereto classified under any heading of
the Brussels Nomenclature

(7) Film cements and adhesives for use in
photography and photographic pro-
cessing

(8) Paper, paperbpard and cloth—photo-
graphic sensitised, unexposed

(9) Exposed and developed photographic
or cinematographic film in the form
of slides, reels for stereo viewers,
copies and titles, sets for printing
greeting cards photographically,
enlarging exposure scales, masking
strips or step tablets and step wedges
for checking exposure; internegative
test kits and negative monitoring sets,
consisting primarily of exposed photo-
graphic film, developed or not

(10) Chemical products and flash light 37.08
materials, of a kind and in a form
suitable for use in photography

(11) Composite solvents and thinners for use 38.18
with polyester drafting, scribing or
stripping materials, or in photo-
grapy, photographic processing or the
graphic arts

(12) Glazing solutions, correcting solutions, 38.19
humidifiers, anticalcium powder,
cleaners, and silver-recovery salts or
solutions for use in photography and
photographic processing; silk-screen
emulsion for use in photo-engraving;
anti-scratch solutions, fount etch,
fountain concentrate, primer solu-
tions preservatives, fixatives, correc-
tors, blanket wash and developing
lacquer for use in lithographic pro-
cessing; blooping ink for deleting
sound track on cinematograph film;
thinners for photolithography

35.06

37.03

37.04
37.05
37.07

(13) Sensitisers for polyester drafting, scrib-
ing or stripping materials

(14) Film, chemically treated but not light-
sensitive, for use in the photographic
copying of documents

(15) Unsensitised acetate sheets for attaching
to photographic negatives for viewing
purposes

(16) Articles of artificial resins and plastic
materials for use in photography or
photographic, processsing, the fol-
lowing :
Straps or covers for photographic
equipment; leader film for projectors;
transparency frames and mounts;
illuminated desks; measures; stirring
rods; funnels; sponges; print forceps
tongs; mountings; binders; pages
albums; dye transfer blankets; masks
for illuminators; slide and wet film
attachments; prepared film, not sensi-
tised, for use in photo-copying; block
filing systems; adaptor water hose;
dust removers; jackets for the protec-
tion of microfilm; sensitivity guides
for use in lithographic processing; cut-
ter holders for use in print trimming

(17) Darkroom lamps (safelights) for use in
photography or photographic (includ-
ing X-ray) processing; filters and
filter screens therefor

(18) Dispenser tubes of rubber for use in
photography; blowers of rubber for
cleaning photographic equipment;
photographic-film washers consisting
of rubber tubes with tap adaptors and
rigid end portions for fitting into
developing tanks

(19) Bite bands of rubber for use with
dental X-ray material

(20) Straps and wrist loops of leather and
anti-slip pads for straps, for use with
cameras and other photographic
apparatus or field-glasses

(21) Bags, cases and other containers, of
leather, composition leather, vulcan-
ised fibre, artificial plastic sheeting,
paperboard or textile fabric, the
following :
Carrying cases for tools, accessories
and/or materials for use with
polyester scribing film

(22) Appliances for use with polyester strip-
ping film, being cutting or stripping
tools, blades and handles therefor,
keys and spacers

(23) Paper, paperboard and articles thereof,
for use in photography, photo-
copying, photographic or lithographic
processing, the following :
Paper chemically treated but not light
sensitive, for use in photo-copving
absorbent paper; unsensitised litho-
graphic plates of paper; translucent or
opaque receiving papers for use in
diazo processing; tissues for dry
mounting; binding strips and tape;
hypo-testers (including litmus paper);
paper leader; filter papers; tintjng
sheets; mounts; slide masks; mounting
corners; aperture cards; photo-print-
ing filter supports; cardboard adhesive
strip for negative files; drying books;
negative bags; pocket art corners;
transparency holders; slide magazine
storage units; dental film dispensers;
wallets for consignment of prints

(24) Photographic prints and enlargements;
printed control charts and masking
strips of cardboard for separation of
negatives in photography

(25) Tabs of rubberised textile fabric for
holding dental film

(26) Glazing cloth for use in photographic
glazing machines

38.19
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39.03

39.07
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83.07
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40.14
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40.14
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